Crane Electronics Ltd
The force in torque management

Opta Management
Opta Management Software (OMS)

Key Features
4

Configurable by user profile

4

Customisable forms with filtering

4

User friendly operation with intuitive icons for mouse
or touch screen

4
4

Multiple user log in
Tool management including repair / maintenance
history

4

Management of audit tooling with traceable data

4

Management of production torque tooling with
traceable data

4

Online or offline certification of production and audit
tooling

4

SQL database that can be installed on a server or
local PC

4

Synchronisation of offline databases

4

Advanced report generator

4

Data capture in real time

Product Overview
OMS, Crane Electronic’s system software package, provides a wide solution to all torque related activities.
Calibration and scheduled recalibration dates for production tools and auditing devices are managed. The user is able to track
the location of tools, as well as in house or 3rd party repair/maintenance records and associated costs for assembly and audit
tools.
OMS allows the user to configure Jobs and Rounds. Used in conjunction with any of the Crane Opta family of products this
provides the perfect quality system for periodic sampling of both residual and dynamic torque/angle measurements.
A key and unique feature in OMS is the custom report module. The user can select any field(s) within the database and create
their own custom reports, tying together data to produce bespoke management information. This allows for cost and efficiency
tracking of tooling/audit devices, workload scheduling and traceable calibration/certification records in addition to in depth data
analysis.
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tJRS Opta
A new generation of tool testing technology

Key Features
4

A threaded fastener and nut

4

Fully automated quick release of fastener

4

Fully automated variable joint rate from soft to hard

4

Tool testing in accordance with VDI/VDE2647

4

Torque or force indicator and data collector

4

Automatic greasing facility

4

Comprehensive management software (OMS)

4

Torque, angle and impulse count

4

Track, peak, 1st peak (click) and pulse measurement

4

User selectable frequency response

4

Choice of measurement units

4

8 hours battery life with internal charger

4

User selectable language options

4

Password protection for user security

4

Wrench loader can be added as an optional accessory

Product Overview
The tJRS Opta is the only fully automated joint simulator that is based on a threaded fastener.
This means that joint conditions can be set up in the same way as in real fastener applications, and also the joint can be
automatically “backed off”. As a result, tools can be tested offline under the most realistic conditions of any automated joint
simulator, in a quick and efficient manner.
The tJRS Opta combines many of Crane’s proven class leading products along with innovative techniques based on simple
mechanical principles, allowing the user complete confidence in the results of their tool testing.
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TorqueStar Opta
Torque indicator and data collector

Key Features
4

Torque or force indicator and data collector

4

Simple readout to comprehensive audit tool

4

Display of torque curves and specialist measurement

routines

4

Torque, angle and impulse count

4

Track, peak, 1st peak (click) and pulse measurement

4

User selectable frequency response

4

Choice of measurement units

4

Bi-directional measurement of torque and angle

4

Upper & Lower Specification Limits, plus control limits
for torque & angle

4

Time and date stamped readings with selectable

autoprint

Product Overview

4

Automatic transducer recognition

4

Icon based clear and easy read display

4

User selectable language options

4

8 hours battery life with external charger

4

Password protection for user security

4

Communicates with your PC system

TorqueStar Opta is the equipment of choice for the measurement and collection of torque data in the manufacturing
environment.
TorqueStar Opta’s range of software features can be individually specified to give a configuration most suited to the
requirement, from a simple no-frills readout to a comprehensive audit tool with display of torque curves and specialist
measurement routines.
The basic TorqueStar Opta performs bidirectional measurement of torque, angle and pulse count in track, peak, 1st peak (click)
and pulse measurement modes. For additional information, cycle time duration and tool speed can also be displayed. Force
can also be measured independently. Time and date stamped readings can be set to print automatically. The easy to read
display gives a simultaneous view of all relevant information during the measurement process, while the simple alphanumeric
keypad enables fast data entry when required.
Light enough for carrying on a neckstrap, yet robust to withstand the rigours of the factory environment, TorqueStar Opta also
sports integrated rubber bumpers to protect finished product from accidental damage.
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IQWrench2 Opta
Intelligent digital torque wrench

Key Features
4
4
4

Torque Range 0.5 to 1500Nm

4

Automatic detection of fastener "move-on" for reduced
operator influence

4

Interchangeable head attachments with automatic
digital identification and calibration adjustment

4
4

High visibility and tactile feedback to the user

4

Ergonomic design, sized for optimal operator
experience

4
4

Multiple communication protocol via wireless

4

DIN, Fixed Head and SR versions available

Point of load insensitive
Class leading accurate torque and angle
measurement technology

Robust construction designed for the production
environment

Integral barcode reader option available

Product Overview
Building on the success of the IQWrench Opta, the IQWrench2 Opta combines all of the features of a high
specification digital torque wrench with a data collection system in one ergonomic, versatile and incredibly powerful
package.
Significant improvements to the highly sophisticated software ensure that the IQWrench2 Opta provides the world-class
performance and reliability that Crane products are renowned for. This software can be upgraded at any time, increasing
flexibility. The IQWrench2 Opta can be configured to fulfil the customer’s needs from a basic tool to an advanced data
collection system incorporating RF data transfer and barcode scanning.
The rugged construction of this powerful torque tool ensures this wrench stands up to the demands of today’s harsh production
environments.
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CheckStar

In line rotary transducer

Key Features
4

In line transducer with optional angle measurement

4

Accuracy +/- 0.25% of full scale

4

Low inertia benefits accurate dynamic measurement

4

Angle measurement option with no size increase (0.5°

resolution)

4

Patented design ensures no brush bounce even when

used with impulse tools

4

Low friction eliminates wear and supports accuracy

4

Suitable for use with all continuous drive tools,

impulse tools and torque wrenches

4

High signal to noise ratio

4

Automatic transducer recognition

4

Square and hex drives available

4

Industry Standard (IS) versions available (2mV/V;
1.475mV/V)

4

Compact design

Product Overview
Crane’s CheckStar sets the standard for dynamic torque and angle measurement of all continuous drive and impulse
tools, with proven reliable performance in thousands of applications worldwide.
CheckStar transducers fit in-line between the assembly tool and the fastener, measuring the actual torques applied and angular
rotation of the fastener, under production conditions.
Whatever the vibration and shock loads experienced, CheckStar’s patented contact system ensures a connection is always
maintained between the readout and the strain gauges. Inferior systems suffer from ‘brush bounce’ that leads to unreliable torque
readings.
The low inertia design of CheckStar ensures accurate and repeatable measurement of high speed transients, such as the point of
shut-off on continuous drive tools and the pulsing of impulse tools.
CheckStar forms an essential part of the Crane UTA torque system, enabling automatic transducer recognition with Crane readout
devices. On-board intelligence means the UTA CheckStar is automatically recognised by the Crane readout device, eliminating
set-up errors and enabling logging of serial number against measurements for complete traceability. An Industry Standard (IS)
version is also available where a user needs the advanced features of the CheckStar but already has a readout device from another
manufacturer. Both versions can be specified to include an angle encoder with 0.5° resolution.
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Worldwide contacts

Distributors
Country

CEL Distributor

Email address

Argentina

VST

vst.elpaniol@gmail.com

Australia

Applied Measurement Australia PTY

alfnyssen@appliedmeasurement.com.au

Austria

Theinert GmbH

a.theinert@theinert.com

Belgium

Central Auto

bruno_genbrugge@centralauto.be

Brazil

Macco Maquinas E Acessorios Ltda

carlos.massao@macco.com.br

Canada

Wesco

sales-east@wescoproductiontools.com

China

Shanghai Dynapower Technology Co Ltd *

info@dynapowertech.com

Czech Republic

Torque s.r.o *

mitlener@torque-systems.cz

Denmark

Unimerco A.S.

hki@unimerco.dk

Egypt

Hydrotools SAS

jm.legentil@gmail.com

France

Hydrotools SAS

jm.legentil@gmail.com

Germany

Theinert GmbH

a.theinert@theinert.com

Hungary

Kalilab Bt.

istvan.hordos@kalilab.hu

India

Summit Engineering Technology PVT. Ltd *

ravishankar@summitengg.com

Italy

Sira S.P.A.

paola.baldi@sira-spa.com

Mexico

Arjessiger de Mexico S.A. de C.V

sales@arjessiger.com

Morocco

Suministros Arsam

harteaga@arsam.es

Netherlands

Bienfait

gazenbeek@bienfait.nl

Norway

Maskin K Lund A.S.

rune.synstelien@mklsm.no

Poland

Despol Ltd

info@despoltm.pl

Portugal

Suministros Arsam

harteaga@arsam.es

Russia

Despol Ltd.

info@despoltm.pl

Singapore

JP Equip PTE Ltd *

jpequip@singnet.com.sg

South Africa

Hyper Pneumatics

hyper@iafrica.com

South Korea

KVT Co. Ltd

jakang@kvtco.co.kr

Spain

Suministros Arsam

harteaga@arsam.es

Sweden

Fagerlund *

bp@fagerlund.se

Switzerland

Theinert GmbH

a.theinert@theinert.com

Taiwan

Li-Chian Hardware Company

twsujoe@gmail.com

Thailand

Joinmax International Co. Ltd

joinmax@loxinfo.co.th

Turkey

Genmar

mozkan@genmar.com.tr

* with Service Centre

If you are unable to locate a distributor near you, please contact either:

4Crane Electronics Ltd (UK) on +44 (0)1455 251 488
4Crane Electronics Inc (USA) on 001 309 787 2009
www.crane-electronics.com

tJRS Opta

OMS
4

Single database to
store torque
information from all
departments

4

All data completely
traceable and secure

IQWrench2 Opta
4

Point of load
insensitive

4

Interchangeable
head attachments
with auto ID and
calibration

In line transducer
with optional angle
measurement

4

Accuracy +/– 0.25%
of full scale

A joint simulator
using a threaded
fastener and nut

4

Fully automatic quick
release of fastener

TorqueStar Opta

CheckStar
4

4

4

Torque or force
indicator and data
collector

4

Simple readout to
comprehensive audit
tool

Service Centres
4

Centres throughout
the world

4

Fully traceable
calibration and repair
service

Crane Electronics Ltd

Crane Electronics Inc

Watling Drive

1260 11th Street West

Sketchley Meadows
Hinckley LE10 3EY
United Kingdom

The force in torque management

Milan
Illinois 61264
USA

+44 (0)1455 25 14 88

+1 309-787-1263

+44 (0)1455 61 47 17

+1 309-787-2099

sales@crane-electronics.com

salesusa@crane-electronics.com

www.crane-electronics.com
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CheckStar Multi
Forgatónyomaték mérő

Bemutatjuk a CheckStar Multit
A CheckStar Multi a legújabb generációja a Crane Electronics piacvezető forgatónyomaték mérő
CheckStar-jainak. A készülék magában foglal egy szabadalmaztatott mechanizmust, amely lehetővé teszi
az impulzus eszközök megbízható mérését. Az opcionális szögmérés most már lenyűgözően alacsony
(0,125 °) felbontású. Ha Crane adatgyűjtőkkel és olvasókkal használja a készüléket, akkor a jól látható
világító gyűrű jelzi a mérés állapotát, így a felhasználó egyértelmű és azonnali visszajelzést kap.

ÚJDONSÁG

4

Pontosság +/- 0,25% a teljes skálán.

4

Opcionális szögmérés (0,125 ° felbontás).

4

Alacsony súrlódás: csökkentett kopás és
megnövelt pontosság.

A szabadalmaztatott konstrukció biztosítja,
hogy a kefék akkor se ugráljanak, ha
impulzus szerszámokat használ.

4

Automatikus nyomatékmérő felismerés
a Crane adatgyűjtő- és kiolvasó
készülékekkel.

4

Használható mind csavarhúzókkal,
impulzus szerszámokkal és
nyomatékkulcsokkal.

4

4

Kompatibilis a legtöbb iparban használt
szabványos adatgyűjtőkkel és kiolvasókkal

Jól látható világító gyűrű, mely mutatja
az aktuális állapotot, amikor Crane
adatgyűjtővel vagy kiolvasóval
használja.

4

RF Képes.

4

Négyzetes vagy hatlapfejű meghajtással
is elérhető.

4

Forgatónyomaték mérő opcionális
szögméréssel.

4

Kis inercia a pontos és dinamikus
mérésekhez.

4
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CheckStar Multi
A CheckStar Multi forgatónyomaték mérő emeli a mércét, a dinamikus nyomaték- és szögmérésben. Mind folyamatos
hajtású- és impulzus szerszámokkal, már bebizonyította megbízhatóságát és teljesítményét szerte a világon.
Ha szögmérés a feladat, a CheckStar Multi-hoz választhatunk szögelfordulás-mérőt, amely 0,125 ° felbontású (720 PPR).
Ez magában foglalja a világító gyűrűt, így a felhasználó vizuális visszajelzést kap a kötés állapotáról, ha Crane
adatgyűjtővel vagy kiolvasóval használja.
A CheckStar Multi forgatónyomaték mérő tökéletesen illeszkedik a szerszám és a csavarkötés közé, így tényleges
nyomatékot és szögelfordulást mér, bármilyen gyártási körülmények közt.
Bármiféle rezgést vagy impulzust tapasztalunk,a CheckStar Multi szabadalmaztatott adatátviteli rendszere biztosítja,
hogy a kapcsolat folyamatos legyen az adatkiolvasás során. A belső felépítés lehetetlenné teszi a "kefe ugrást", így nem
kapunk megbízhatatlan nyomaték értékeket a mérés során.
Az alacsony tehetetlenségű dizájnnak köszönhetően, a CheckStar Multi biztosítja a pontos és megismételhető méréseket
nagy sebességű tranziensekkel, úgy mint a lezáró (shut-off), a folyamatos hajtású (nut-runner) és a pulzáló szerszámokkal.
A beépített intelligenciának köszönhetően, a Crane adatgyűjtők és kiolvasók készülékei automatikusan felismerik a
CheckStar Multi-t , így elkerülhetjük a beállítási hibákat, és lehetővé teszi a sorozatszám naplózását a mérések teljes
követhetősége érdekében. A CheckStar Multi kompatibilis a legtöbb gyártó adatgyűjtő- és kiolvasó készülékeivel.
További információért forduljon ... Crane Electronics-hoz
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Crane Electronics Ltd

Crane Electronics Inc

Watling Drive

1260 11th Street West

Sketchley Meadows
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The force in torque management

Milan
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+44 (0)1455 25 14 88

+1 309-787-1263

+44 (0)1455 61 47 17

+1 309-787-2099
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CheckStar

In line rotary transducer

Key Features
4
4
4

Product Overview

In line transducer with optional angle measurement
Accuracy +/- 0.25% of full scale

Low inertia benefits accurate dynamic measurement

4

Angle measurement option with no size increase (0.5°

4

Patented design ensures no brush bounce even when

4

Low friction eliminates wear and supports accuracy

resolution)

used with impulse tools

4

Suitable for use with all continuous drive tools,

4

High signal to noise ratio

impulse tools and torque wrenches

4

Automatic transducer recognition with Crane readout

4

Square and hex drives available

devices

4

Industry Standard (IS) versions available (2mV/V;

4

Compact design

1.475mV/V)

Crane’s CheckStar sets the standard for dynamic torque and angle measurement of all continuous drive and impulse
tools, with proven reliable performance in thousands of applications worldwide.

CheckStar transducers fit in-line between the assembly tool and the fastener, measuring the actual torques applied and angular
rotation of the fastener, under production conditions.

Whatever the vibration and shock loads experienced, CheckStar’s patented contact system ensures a connection is always

maintained between the readout and the strain gauges. Inferior systems suffer from “brush bounce” that leads to unreliable torque

readings.

The low inertia design of CheckStar ensures accurate and repeatable measurement of high speed transients, such as the point

of shut-off on continuous drive tools and the pulsing of impulse tools.

CheckStar forms an essential part of the Crane UTA torque system. On board intelligence means the UTA CheckStar is

automatically recognised by the Crane readout device, eliminating set-up errors and enabling logging of serial number against

measurements for complete traceability. An Industry Standard (IS) version is also available where a user needs the advanced

features of the CheckStar but already has a readout device from another manufacturer. Both versions can be specified to include
an angle encoder with 0.5° resolution.

www.crane-electronics.com

CheckStar

In line rotary transducer

CheckStar Technical Specification
Special features

Tool compatibility
Physical measurements
Plug & Play transducer
Calibration

Patented mechanism for reliable measurement of impulse tools
All torque tools, including impulse tools (not impact tools)

Joint kit recommended for off-line measurement of continuous drive and impulse tools to represent
joint conditions

Bi-directional torque (clockwise calibration unless otherwise specified)

Optional bi-directional angle encoder (also enables RPM measurement on suitable indicator)

UTA system indicators read the following information from the UTA chip incorporated in the transducer
device

Torque range, angle encoder data, serial number, calibration due date

Issued with calibration certificate traceable to National and International Standards

Standard Crane calibration: 10 points; single direction (clockwise unless otherwise requested);
10% to 100% of nominal torque

Bi-direction Crane calibration: (optional) 10 points; each direction; from 10% to 100% of
nominal torque

UKAS calibration: (optional) calibration to BS 7882
Transducer types
Construction

Recalibration is recommended every 12 months

UTA: incorporate data chip enabling automatic transducer recognition with compatible Crane indicators
IS: ‘Industry Standard’ version; Bridge resistance: 350 Ohms

Patented slip ring mechanism eliminating signal losses due to brush bounce and enabling low

running friction in either direction (<0.1% rated torque or 0.1Nm, whichever is greater); design
is durability tested to >100 million revolutions with no measurable degradation of electrical
performance or wear
Aluminium housing

Stainless steel shaft

Overload capacity: 125% rated torque

Square drives to ANSI B107-4 – 1982; BS4006 – 1992; DIN 3121 – 1987
Male square drive fitted with detent pin that may be removed if required

Female square drive supplied with retaining pin that may be removed if required
Connections

Female hex drive fitted with ball and spring retainer

UTA version: 1m integral curly cable with strain relief; 25-pin ‘D’ port (male) for connection to UTA Crane

system readouts

IS version: output connector to MIL-C 26482 / BS 9522 FOO 17

Torque only: shell size 8-4P
Zero stability

Static accuracy

Operating environment
Warranty

Patents applicable

Torque and angle: Shell size 12-10P
< ± 0.1% FSD/°C
± 0.25% FSD

Temperature:

5 – 40°C (-10 – 60°C with reduced specification)

Ingress protection rating:

IP40

Humidity:

10 – 75% non-condensing

12 months parts and labour against faulty workmanship or materials
Slip-ring design protected by international patents
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CheckStar

In line rotary transducer

Dimensions and Weights – UTA CheckStar

Drive

1/4” Hex

A

30

87

42

1/4” Sq.
3/4” Sq.

106

1/2” Sq.

B

116

71.5

3/8” Sq.

Dimensions in mm

77

30
30
52

C

D

E

F

56

56

13

39

70

58

21

12

56

56

59.5

56

81

60

13

6

15

8

26

125 63 91.5 64.5 31.5
1” Sq.
1 1/2” Sq. 181 102 136 86.5 51

21
29
50

Ordering Information

Dimensions and Weights – IS CheckStar

Weight
G
(Kg)
25.5 0.49

-

0.50
0.55
0.73
1.05
1.80
6.00

Drive

1/4” Hex

A

30

87

42

71.5

3/4” Sq.

106

1/2” Sq.
1” Sq.

B

116

1/4” Sq.
3/8” Sq.

Dimensions in mm

77

125

C

F

56

13

39

82.5

58

21

12

51

50

71.5

52

93.5

63

E

68

30
30

D

74

56
56
60

13
15
26

104 64.5 31.5

1 1/2” Sq. 181 102 149 86.5

6
8

21
29

Weight
(Kg)
25.5 0.21
G

-

0.20
0.24
0.43
0.76
1.50
5.7

Crane CheckStar transducers are available in the following versions and sizes:
Version

1

Nm

2
5
10
20
25
50
75
180
250
500
750
1400
3000
5000

UTA
IS
UTA
IS
with square drive
with square drive
with hex drive
with hex drive
and spring pin
and spring pin

4
4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

(All of the above are available as torque only or torque and angle)
www.crane-electronics.com

tJRS Opta

OMS
4

4

Hinckley LE10 3EY
United Kingdom

+44 (0)1455 25 14 88
+44 (0)1455 61 47 17

sales@crane-electronics.com
www.crane-electronics.com

All data completely
traceable and secure

Fully automatic quick
release of fastener

4

4

Point of load
insensitive

Interchangeable
head attachments
with auto ID and
calibration

4

Torque or force
indicator and data
collector

Simple readout to
comprehensive audit
tool

CheckStar

Service Centres

4

4

In line transducer
with optional angle
measurement

Accuracy +/– 0.25%
of full scale

The force in torque management

4

Centres throughout
the world

Fully traceable
calibration and repair
service

Crane Electronics Inc

1260 11th Street West
Milan

Illinois 61264
USA

+1 309-787-1263
+1 309-787-2099

CHECK/UK/12/01a

Sketchley Meadows

4

A joint simulator
using a threaded
fastener and nut

TorqueStar Opta

4

Watling Drive

4

IQWrench2 Opta

4

Crane Electronics Ltd

Single database to
store torque
information from all
departments

salesusa@crane-electronics.com
www.crane-electronics.com
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IQVu

IQVu

Torque data collector

Torque data collector

CheckStar Multi

IQVu

4

4

4

In line rotary torque
transducer with
optional angle
measurement

4

Accuracy +/– 0.25%
of full scale

Peak, Click, Pulse,
MoveOn, Yield and
Track measurement
modes

4

Fully rugged

4

Tempered “Gorilla” Glass

4

High resolution 7” colour display

4

Android OS secured by SOTI

4

4

4

Interfaces to existing Crane products

4

Peak, Click, Pulse, MoveOn, Yield and
Track measurement modes

4

Torque, angle and impulse count plus RPM

4

Choice of measurement units

4

User selectable frequency response

4

Bi-directional measurement of torque and
angle

4

Upper and lower specification limits, plus
control limits for torque and angle

Simple readout to
comprehensive audit
tool

4

Display of realtime torque curves

4

Time and date stamped readings

Service Centres

4

Automatic transducer recognition

4

4

Icon based clear and easy read display

4

User selectable language options

4

8 hours battery life with external charger

4

Password protection for user security

4

Easily backed up

4

Communicates with your PC system

4

Multi transducer input

Single database to
store torque
information from all
departments

4

All data completely
traceable and secure

A joint simulator
using a threaded
fastener and nut
Fully automatic quick
release of fastener

IQWrench2 Opta

TorqueStar Opta

4

Point of load
insensitive

4

4

Interchangeable
head attachments
with auto ID and
calibration

4

Suitable for
measurement of all
continuous drive and
hand torque tools

4

4

Torque or force
indicator and data
collector

Centres throughout
the world
Fully traceable
calibration and repair
service

Accuracy +/– 0.25%
of full scale

Crane Electronics Ltd

Crane Electronics Inc

Watling Drive

1260 11th Street West

The force in torque management

Product Overview

Milan

IQVu is the most revolutionary torque data collector in the world. It combines all of the features of the established

Illinois 61264

TorqueStar with a market leading, robust tablet, to give a modern and familiar product. It provides the ideal solution

USA

for the measurement and collection of torque, angle, and pulse data in the manufacturing and quality environment.

+44 (0)1455 25 14 88

+1 309-787-1263

+44 (0)1455 61 47 17

+1 309-787-2099

sales@crane-electronics.com

salesusa@crane-electronics.com
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IQVu/UK/14/02

4

United Kingdom

Torque data collector and audit tool

tJRS Opta

Static
Transducer

Hinckley LE10 3EY

4

OMS

4

Sketchley Meadows

Key Features

Torque data collector
and audit tool

The tablet is sleek, thin, but tough, certified to a MIL-STD810G 1.8m (6’) drop rating along with IP65 ingress protection.
It has been carefully engineered, down to the chassis, to be protected against drops, shocks, spills, vibration and more.
The screen of the IQVu uses Tempered Glass and features LumiBond™ optical bonding. This results in a display that is not
only extremely robust and scratch resistant, but also very durable and easy to read in most lighting conditions.
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IQVu

IQVu

Torque data collector

Torque data collector

Product Overview - continued

Product Overview - continued
With the addition of a barcode reader (optional integrated or external) the operator is able to scan information into the IQVu.
This includes product or part identifiers, user details, comments and references.

By using ultra-sensitive multi-touch technology the screen
has been developed to respond effortlessly to touch, press,
drag - even from an input from a gloved hand.
The comprehensive audit tool performs bi-directional
measurement in Peak, Click, Pulse, MoveOn, Yield and
Track measurement modes. The “Quick Check” function
allows the operator to take measurements as required.
Work can be scheduled using Rounds and Jobs to allow
a planned approach to collecting data. Input of information
is either via the soft keypad on the screen or downloaded
from OMS or Opta Comms. The IQVu can also be interfaced
with a customer's existing data management system.

Security of the IQVu and any data collected is a priority for users. All data can easily be backed up to an external source with
minimal key presses. Equally such data can be restored to the IQVu with the same ease.
The integrity of the IQVu is protected by a world leading software security package, installed on the IQVu before shipping.
This ensures that no software can be loaded onto the IQVu without authorisation and email traffic is strictly controlled.
With Wi-Fi, RF, Bluetooth and 3G available, the IQVu can be connected 24/7 wherever you are, allowing you to improve
productivity.
The IQVu works with existing Crane products and all new Crane products, including the increasing range of Crane wireless
devices, allowing further flexibility when collecting data.

The high resolution 7” screen clearly displays all relevant
information, using colour to enable the operator to easily view and
interpret the information. Throughout the measurement process
relevant measurement values are displayed along with a realtime
graph of the tightening trace if required.

Measurement readings and associated information are stored on
the IQVu. In addition detailed individual readings of traces are
stored. All of this information can then be saved to a USB stick or
emailed directly from the device. Alternatively, it can be uploaded
to OMS, Opta Comms or another existing database.

IS Static

CheckStar Multi

PDFs of documents, work instructions, photographs, and comments can be loaded onto the IQVu and stored against Jobs.
As well as being loaded from a USB stick, photographs can also be taken using the 5 mega pixel auto focus camera built into
the IQVu. This enables the operator to take photographs of applications to store against relevant readings, if required for later
analysis. Advanced help functionality is available from all screens.

UTA CheckStar
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PC
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IQVu

IQVu

Torque data collector

Torque data collector

IQVu - Screen Shots
Home Page
4

Simple menu structure for ease of use

4

Familiar “swipe” gesture to reveal more options

4

Large icons for easy navigation when wearing
gloves

4

Battery charge status always visible

Transducers

Check Measure

4

Designed to work with the new CheckStar Multi

4

Take measurements with minimal key presses

4

Compatible with in line UTA and IS rotary torque
transducers

4

1 click change between measurement modes

4

Large display with reading values and rundown trace

4

Peak, Click, Pulse, MoveOn, Yield and Track
measurement modes

4

Configure up to 6 RF Transducers

4

Torque, angle and pulse count

4

Setup user defined names for all connected transducers

4

Zoom into trace

4

Automatic recognition

4

Save details to USB/Email

Jobs

Settings and Users

4

Assign photos and instructions to Jobs

4

Easily configure global settings

4

Simply add a name to convert Check Measure into
a Job

4

Add users with permissions, access rights and
photos

4

Clear and simple Job list including progress monitor

4

4

Download Jobs from PC via existing Crane PC
Software

4

User selectable languages

4

Sort Jobs into Rounds

4

Trace readings to user

4

Provide statistical analysis

4

Easy back up and restore of settings

www.crane-electronics.com

Password protection available
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IQVu

IQVu

Torque data collector

Torque data collector

IQVu - Technical Specification

IQVu - Technical Specification continued
Power Management

User selectable sleep timer and power saving feature

Ports

25 pin female D-type for transducer connection.
DC Power port mains power and charging batteries.
USB port to accept connection to PC or USB memory stick.
SD card slot.

Communications

USB ver 2.0 (host and client), Bluetooth (v2.1+EDR class 2), WLAN 802.11 b/g/n

Camera

5 Mega pixels auto focus camera.
Photos can be attached to job or individual readings.

Communicates with OMS and Opta Comms.

GPS

GPS position can be associated with reading.

Data Storage

16GB storage, Micro SDHC (up to 32GBytes) slot.

Time

Realtime clock.
Date and Time stamp for each reading.

Processor

1GHz Dual Core Processor

Barcode

Optional Reader available.

Operating System

Android 4.1

Operating Temperature

-20°C to +50°C

Statistics

Count, Mean, Standard Deviation, Range

Humidity

10-75% non-condensing

Print

Wi-Fi printer (TBC)

IP Rating

Tablet is MIL-STD-810G and IP65 certified.

Display

7.0” TFT LCD WSVGA, 1024 x 600 pixels resolution, adjustable brightness.
Touch sensitive with gloves worn.
Tempered glass featuring LumiBond ® optical bonding.

Warranty

2 years parts and labour against faulty workmanship or materials.
The second year of warranty is only valid if the unit has been recalibrated at an authorised
Crane Electronics Service Centre after the first year.

Cycle Status Indicators

Colour, Sound and Vibration (all user definable)
External light ring indication on CheckStar Multi

Dimensions/Weight

218mm x 162mm x 44mm, 1040gm (including handstrap)

Work Instructions

Work instructions in form of jpg image or pdf file can be associated with job.

Graph of Tightening Trace

Available in realtime, resolution down to 1mS. Zoom feature available.
Torque vs time (default), angle versus time and torque versus angle.

Data Entry

Numeric and Alphanumeric via soft keypad on screen.
User interface via graphical icons that are language independent.

Readings, Jobs and Rounds Readings can be simply taken using the Check function. Alternatively they can be organised
into Subgroups, Jobs and Rounds. All readings can be viewed and stored on the IQVu and
analysed using the Graph and Statistics function.

Physical measurements

Bi-directional torque and angle*; pulse count, pulse rate; RPM* (*when using a rotary
transducer with angle encoder in Track mode).

Measurement Units

Nm, Ncm, lb ft, lb in, oz in, kNm, klb ft, kg m, kg cm

Measurement Modes

Peak, Click, Pulse, MoveOn, Yield and Track

Automatic transducer
recognition

Torque range, angle encoder PPR, Transducer serial number, Calibration due date
torque@2mV/V (CheckStar Multi only)

Types of Transducer

CheckStar Multi, UTA and IS (CheckStars and Wrenches)

PC Compatibility

Operating Language

DC Tool connection

The IQVu can talk to a DC Tool Controller using Open Protocol over Wi-Fi and associate the
tool reading with a reading from transducer.

Export

Torque readings can be exported as a CSV file user reports.

English, French, German, Spanish, and Chinese - Toggle between multiple languages.

Transducer Calibration Date Transducer out of calibration warning.

IQVu - Product Codes

Construction

Soft rubber trim surrounding tough internal chassis.
Tablet will survive 1.8m (6 ft) drop

Torque Measurement

5 digit display with resolution to 0.006% of transducer span.
Sampled every 20 micro seconds (50,000 per second).

Zero Stability

< 0.1% FSD / °C

Static Accuracy

+/-0.25% FSD of connected transducer.

Angle Measurement

Display angle to 0.01 degrees.
Sample every 1000 micro seconds
Automatically adapts to PPR of angle transducer using quadrature phase measurement.

Security

IQVu protected by SOTI MobiControl, which allows preset control of downloads and uploads to
the device.
Multiple user logins with password protection

Frequency Response

User selectable 75Hz to 5000Hz low pass Bessel Filter is employed for conditioning the
transducer signal to eliminate ‘noise’ from the tool measurement.

Power

International Charger 12V @ 2 A from 100-240VAC; 50/60Hz

Batteries

Internal Lithium Polymer battery pack with 7600mAh capacity.
Useable battery life 8 hour shift with normal usage.

IQVC1-0TT1-CRXXRX
IQVC1-0TT1-CRXXRB

IQVu Torque (IQVu and Torque Module combined)
IQVu Torque with Integrated Barcode Reader (IQVu and Torque Module combined)

IQVu - Accessories
IQVU1-0001-CRXXRX
IQVU1-0001-CRXXRB
IQVT1-0T00-CRXXXX
IQVUS-0000-CRPXXX
CBL-7025-02CR-0-0

IQVu
IQVu with Integrated Barcode Reader
IQVu Torque Module
IQVu Power Supply
CheckStar Multi Cable

IQVu Torque - Packing List
IQVu (x1)
IQVu Torque Module (x1)
PSU and country specific interchangeable plugs (x1)
IQVu handstrap (x1)
Stylus (x1) and spare stylus tips (x2)

www.crane-electronics.com

Wrist strap (x1)
IQVu Quick Start Guide (x1)
IQVu User Manual (CD) (x1)
IQVu Carry Case (x1)
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IQVu
Nyomaték adatgyűjő

Ismerje meg a IQVu-t!
A Crane Electronics tovább fejlesztette a TorqueStar Opta-t és kombinálta egy piacvezető, robusztus
tablettal, ezzel létrehozva a legforradalmibb nyomaték adatgyűjtő eszközt a piacon.

ÚJDONSÁG
4
4
4
4

Nyomaték-, szög- és impulzusmérés
Választható mérési módok
Feladatok és csoportok
Könnyen használható

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

SOTI által védett Android OS
Rugalmas
Korábbi eszközökkel is kompatibilis
Gumírozott és ütésálló
Edzett "Gorilla" üveg
Kesztyűvel is használható
Kábeles vagy vezeték nélküli használat
Önálló vagy hálózati üzemelés
Több nyomatékmérő egyidejű használata

www.crane-electronics.com

Az IQVu
A Crane már 40 éve tervez és fejleszt nyomatékmérő berendezéseket. Az IQVu egy felhasználóbarát eszköz, amely az
adatok megjelenítését egy átlátható felületen biztosítja.
Ez lehetővé teszi a felhasználó számára, hogy egyszerűen és könnyedén auditálja a kritikus kötőelemeket.
Az IQVu nagy pontosságú adatokat biztosít, hogy visszakövethető legyen az üzemeltető, a szerszám, a hely és az idő.
Feladatokat és a csoportokat használva maximalizálhatjuk az adatgyűjtést hatékonyságát. Az összegyűjtött adatokat
lehet elemezni, menteni vagy letölteni, hogy megfeleljen a vállalati követelményeknek.
Az összes művelet elvégezhető egyetlen eszközzel, amely nem csak felhasználóbarát, de gumírozott, erős és
biztonságos is. A tabletet edzett "Gorilla" üveg védi, túléli a 1,8 méterről való esést, illetve egy modern biztonsági szoftver
is az alapfelszereltség része.
Ha már vannak Crane termékei, amelyeket szeretne használni a IQVu-val, csak csatlakoztassa és már használhatja is!
Ez még csak a kezdet. A IQVu úgy lett tervezve, hogy kompatibilis legyen az összes jövendőbeli Crane termékkel,
beleértve az egyre bővülő Crane vezeték nélküli eszközöket, így további rugalmasságot adva az adatgyűjtésnek.
További információért forduljon ... A Crane Electronics-hoz

ÚJDONSÁG

Crane Electronics Ltd

Crane Electronics Inc

Watling Drive

1260 11th Street West

Sketchley Meadows
Hinckley LE10 3EY
United Kingdom

The force in torque management

Milan
Illinois 61264
USA

+44 (0)1455 25 14 88

+1 309-787-1263

+44 (0)1455 61 47 17

+1 309-787-2099

sales@crane-electronics.com

salesusa@crane-electronics.com

www.crane-electronics.com
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IQWrench2 Opta

Intelligent digital torque wrench

Key Features
4
4

Torque Range 0.5 to 1500Nm
Point of load insensitive

4

Class leading accurate torque and angle

4

Automatic detection of fastener "move-on" for reduced

4

Interchangeable head attachments with automatic

4

High visibility and tactile feedback to the user

measurement technology
operator influence

digital identification and calibration adjustment

4

Robust construction designed for the production

4

Ergonomic design, sized for optimal operator

4

Multiple communication protocol options via wireless

4
4

environment
experience

Integral barcode reader option available

DIN, Fixed Head and SR versions available

Product Overview

Building on the success of the IQWrench Opta, the IQWrench2 Opta combines all of the features of a high

specification digital torque wrench with a data collection system in one ergonomic, versatile and incredibly powerful

package.

Significant improvements to the highly sophisticated software ensure that the IQWrench2 Opta provides the world-class

performance and reliability that Crane products are renowned for. This software can be upgraded at any time, increasing

flexibility. The IQWrench2 Opta can be configured to fulfil the customer’s needs from a basic tool to an advanced data

collection system incorporating RF data transfer and barcode scanning.

The rugged construction of this powerful torque tool ensures this wrench stands up to the demands of today’s harsh production

environments.
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IQWrench2 Opta

Intelligent digital torque wrench

4

Based on the proven success of the IQWrench Opta

4

An integral part of the Crane family of products

4

Easy read icon based display

4

Visual, physical and audible alarms

4

Battery life of the IQWrench2 Opta in typical usage is 16

4

Compatible with most standard interchangeable heads

4

Vibrating handle - gives clear indication of fastener status

4

Easy recording and storage of critical data:

hours

4 User
4 Time
4 Results
4 Process

ID Heads

Not only is the selection of quick release interchangeable

heads simple and convenient with the IQWrench2 Opta, it
is also robust and accurate. The use of available

automatic digital ID heads, to adjust the calibration and
compensate for changes in length, ensures a highly

accurate reading every time. ID heads can also be used
for automatic Job selection which minimises the input

required by the operator. The Crane auto ID system can
be fitted to standard DIN heads and offers up to 999
unique IDs.
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IQWrench2 Opta

Intelligent digital torque wrench

RF

RF on board the IQWrench2 Opta operates at a user

programmable frequency of 868/915MHz according to
the country of installation. The system has a working

range of up to 10m and features a fully internal antenna
for maximum durability. The robust wireless protocol
allows for up to 5 wrenches to communicate

simultaneously with a single base station receiver.
The RF function can be used in a number of
configurations to allow:

4

Simple data transfer from the wrench to PC/PLC

4

Integration into the OMS system to collect production

4

Remote selection of Jobs

4
4

data against multiple Jobs

Integration into 3rd party systems
Transfer of a Job to the wrench

Barcode Scanning

The IQWrench2 Opta features an optional barcode

reader which is capable of scanning all major 1D barcode
formats. The barcode reader is conveniently located on
the underside of the wrench to allow best access for
scanning. Ideal for a production environment.

As a fully integrated function of the software, barcodes
can be utilised in a number of ways:

4

Scan product/part identifiers to select the

4

Select user details to log in and store against torque

4

Enter comments and references to store torque and

corresponding Job or Round
and angle data
angle data
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IQWrench2 Opta

Intelligent digital torque wrench

IQWrench2 Opta Technical Specification
Physical measurements
Measurement units

Measurement modes

Measurement parameters
Cycle status indication
Data storage

Print modes
Printer compatibility
PC compatibility

Operating languages
Calibration reminder
Construction

Bi-directional torque (clockwise calibration unless otherwise requested), auto sense or right and
left hand torque (and angle value)

Nm, Ncm, kgfcm, kgfm, ozin, lbin, lbft (depends on span)
Track, Peak (Auto-reset), Angle, Yield, Audit, MoveOn

Torque & angle threshold (can be as low as 1% of rating); Upper/Lower Specification Limits
(USL can be up to 100% of nominal rating); Additional Upper/Lower Control Limits
Bar graph giving real time visual representation of torque or angle

Arrow icon in display, tri-colour LED (front & back of unit) and acoustic buzzer indicating torque
status - HI/OK/LO

200 reading memory of both parameter values with time and date stamp (in Quick Store)
User selectable autostore/store prompt

Up to 50,000 readings in job store mode
Up to 50 graphs

Via communication software

Single reading or page mode with header, including serial number and recalibration date via
RS232 to serial printer or RS232 terminal emulators
Via RS232 output: 40/80 columns
Via communication software

English, German, French, Spanish, Italian, Swedish, Czech, Portuguese, Turkish
Visible indication of wrench calibration due date
Shaft material: Steel
Housing: Aluminium

Overload capacity: 125% rated torque
Display

Keypad

Auto zero

Power/battery

Power management

Input/output ports
Zero stability

Static accuracy

Operating environment
Angle measurement
Warranty

Square drives fitted with pin and spring socket retainer
DIN sockets with quick release function

Backlit graphic LCD display with backlight auto off to save power
Easy clean membrane keypad with 6 function keys

Auto zero on entering measurement mode. Display indication of excessive zero offset

Li polymer battery – High capacity with 16 hours typical usage from 4 hours charge

User selectable Auto Power Off: 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40 minutes; 1, 2, 4, 8 hours; never

Battery charge status bar

Optional wireless communication (RF)

Battery charge: Via charging/programming cradle
< ± 0.1% FSD/°C
± 0.5% FSD

Temperature: +5˚C to +40˚C

Ingress Protection rating: IP40. Can be used outdoors

+/- 1%

12 months parts and labour against faulty workmanship or materials
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IQWrench2 Opta

Intelligent digital torque wrench

IQWrench2 Opta Comparison Chart
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IQWrench2 Opta

Intelligent digital torque wrench

Weights and Dimensions

Accessories List
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

IQWrench2 Opta Charging Cradle

IQWrench2 Opta Programming Cradle (USB)

IQWrench2 Opta Power Supply

USB Cable

RS232 Cable

RF Receiver – 2 volt free relay outputs (UK/EUR version)

IQW2S-0000-CRCCXX

IQW2S-0000-CRCPUX

IQW2S-0000-CRPXXX

090260

090184

IQRX4-0000-NET

RF Receiver – 2 volt free relay outputs (US version)

IQRX5-0000-NET

RF Receiver – 10 volt free relay outputs (US version)

IQRX7-0000-NET

RF Receiver – 10 volt free relay outputs (UK/EUR version)
Carry case and foams (Suitable to carry 10, 25 and 75Nm only)

IQRX6-0000-NET
IQW2S-0000-CRCFXX

Shipping List
4
4
4
4
4

Cradle with charger & mains lead (Charging cradle with Basic and Production, Programming cradle with
Advanced)
Calibration certificate

User manual & quickstart guide

USB cable (only with programming software)
Communications software
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IQWrench2 Opta

Intelligent digital torque wrench

IQWrench2 Opta Product Codes

The IQWrench2 Opta is available with the following specifications:
Software
Size

Head Type
Angle

Wireless
Scanner

Basic Software

Advanced Software

Production Software

Refer to comparison chart for details

10Nm, 25Nm, 75Nm, 180Nm, 340Nm, 600Nm, 750Nm and 1500Nm
Fixed Head - 10Nm, 750Nm and 1500Nm only

Din and SR Style Head - 10Nm, 25Nm, 75Nm, 180Nm, 340Nm and 600Nm
With angle measurement capability or no angle

Integrated RF wireless communication or no RF
Integrated barcode reader or no barcode

IQWrench2 Opta Product Code Creator

Follow the product code creator to build the perfect IQWrench2 Opta for your needs.
Just fill in the blanks to create the code.
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tJRS Opta

OMS
4

4

Single database to
store torque
information from all
departments

4

4

Point of load
insensitive

Interchangeable
head attachments
with auto ID and
calibration

+44 (0)1455 25 14 88
+44 (0)1455 61 47 17

sales@crane-electronics.com
www.crane-electronics.com

Simple readout to
comprehensive audit
tool

Service Centres

4

4

In line transducer
with optional angle
measurement

Accuracy +/– 0.25%
of full scale

4

Centres throughout
the world

Fully traceable
calibration and repair
service

Crane Electronics Inc

The force in torque management

1260 11th Street West
Milan

Illinois 61264
USA

+1 309-787-1263
+1 309-787-2099

salesusa@crane-electronics.com
www.crane-electronics.com

IQW2/UK/12/02a

United Kingdom

4

Torque or force
indicator and data
collector

CheckStar

Crane Electronics Ltd

Hinckley LE10 3EY

Fully automatic quick
release of fastener

TorqueStar Opta

4

Sketchley Meadows

4

All data completely
traceable and secure

A joint simulator
using a threaded
fastener and nut

IQWrench2 Opta

4

Watling Drive

4

www.crane-electronics.com

Joint Kits

Soft to hard joint representation

Key Features
4

Represent production joint conditions off the

4

Can be adjusted to include joint conditions specified

4

Allows free running of bolt before torque gradient

4
4

production line
by ISO 5393

Major benefit to accurate tool test and set-up
Used in combination with stationary torque

transducers or CheckStar rotary torque transducers

Product Overview

Joint Kits are an essential accessory for accurate off-line testing of powered assembly tools.
The performance of an assembly tool is highly dependent on the conditions of the actual production joint on which it is used.

Tooling engineers are well aware of the “mean shift” term used to describe the different torque delivered by the same tool when

applied to a soft or hard joint as defined by ISO 5393. It is therefore essential in testing and setting up tools off the production

line to allow for the joint condition which the tool will experience on the job.

Crane’s joint kits satisfy this requirement by using a bolt and suitably configured disc washers allowing free running of the bolt

and a subsequent torque gradient to closely match the production joint condition.

Two versions are available. Transducer Top Joint Kits are used in conjunction with female stationary transducers, while Table

Top Joint Kits are used with CheckStar rotary transducers. The latter are fixed to a workbench and are particularly suitable for

off-line testing of impulse tools. Both versions incorporate a selection of disc washers and spacers that may be configured to

simulate various joint conditions.
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Joint Kits

Soft to hard joint representation

Joint Kit for Stationary Transducers

Product Codes
JK-874-06CR-28-0
JK-874-07CR-135-0
JK-874-08CR-271-0
JK-874-09CR-1017-0
JK-874-10CR-1695-0
JK-874-22CR-5000-0

Joint
Joint
Joint
Joint
Joint
Joint

Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit

for
for
for
for
for
for

Stationary Transducers
Stationary Transducers
Stationary Transducers
Stationary Transducers
Stationary Transducers
Stationary Transducers

1/4”
3/8”
1/2”
3/4”
1”
1½”
www.crane-electronics.com

Joint Kits

Soft to hard joint representation

Table Top Joint Kit for Rotary Transducers

Product Codes
JK-875-06CR-28-0
JK-875-07CR-135-0
JK-875-08CR-271-0
JK-875-09CR-1017-0
JK-875-10CR-1695-0
JK-875-22CR-5000-0

Table Top
Table Top
Table Top
Table Top
Table Top
Table Top

Joint
Joint
Joint
Joint
Joint
Joint

Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit

for
for
for
for
for
for

Rotary Transducers
Rotary Transducers
Rotary Transducers
Rotary Transducers
Rotary Transducers
Rotary Transducers

1/4” (M8)
3/8” (M12)
1/2” (M16)
3/4” (M24)
1” (M30)
1½”
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tJRS Opta

OMS
4

4

Hinckley LE10 3EY
United Kingdom

+44 (0)1455 25 14 88
+44 (0)1455 61 47 17

sales@crane-electronics.com
www.crane-electronics.com

All data completely
traceable and secure

Fully automatic quick
release of fastener

4

4

Point of load
insensitive

Interchangeable
head attachments
with auto ID and
calibration

4

Torque or force
indicator and data
collector

Simple readout to
comprehensive audit
tool

CheckStar

Service Centres

4

4

In line transducer
with optional angle
measurement

Accuracy +/– 0.25%
of full scale

The force in torque management

4

Centres throughout
the world

Fully traceable
calibration and repair
service

Crane Electronics Inc

1260 11th Street West
Milan

Illinois 61264
USA

+1 309-787-1263
+1 309-787-2099

JNTK/UK/12/02

Sketchley Meadows

4

A joint simulator
using a threaded
fastener and nut

TorqueStar Opta

4

Watling Drive

4

IQWrench2 Opta

4

Crane Electronics Ltd

Single database to
store torque
information from all
departments

salesusa@crane-electronics.com
www.crane-electronics.com
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OMS

Opta Management Software

Key Features
4

Single database to store torque information from all

4

Overlay or cross reference production, quality and

4

All data completely traceable and secure

4

Configurable by user profile

4

Customisable forms with filtering

4

User friendly operation with intuitive icons for mouse

4

Multiple location and user log in

4

Tool management including repair/maintenance

4

Management of audit tooling - transducers, wrenches

4

Management of production torque tooling

4

Online or offline certification of production and audit

4

SQL database that can be installed on a server or

4

Synchronisation of offline databases

4

Advanced report generator

4

Data capture in real time

4

Text

departments

tooling information

or touch screen

history

and readouts

tooling

local PC
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OMS

Opta Management Software

Product Overview

OMS, Crane Electronics’ system software package, features a fully encompassing range of functions to provide a
complete company wide solution to all torque related activities. This includes tool and joint management, tool

repair/maintenance histories, quality torque auditing and production data collection, R&D data storage including
torque/time/angle trace analysis, and transducer/readout calibrations.

Calibration and scheduled recalibration dates for production tools and auditing devices are managed. This maintains not only
an efficient and traceable record, but also provides the user with an effective management tool to view upcoming work. OMS
allows the user to track the location of tools by assigning them to processes (joints). It also offers the facility to certify tools,

automatically collecting readings by connection to a tool controller via Ethernet and comparing them to the master calibration
device.

Tool management within OMS enables the user to track both in house or 3rd party repair/maintenance records and associated
costs for assembly and audit tools.

OMS allows the user to configure Jobs and Rounds. Used in conjunction with any of the Crane Opta family of products this
provides the perfect quality system for periodic sampling of both residual and dynamic torque/angle measurements.

A key and unique feature in OMS is the custom report module. The user can select any field(s) within the database and create
their own custom reports, tying together data to produce bespoke management information. This powerful tool provides the
user with unprecedented access to their data. It allows for cost and efficiency tracking of tooling/audit devices, workload
scheduling and traceable calibration/certification records in addition to in depth data analysis.
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OMS

Opta Management Software

Audit Devices on Applications

The Audit Devices on Applications module allows the user to configure Jobs and Rounds to be used in conjunction with all
current Crane readouts, data collectors and wrenches in the Opta family.

Jobs and Rounds are primarily used as a system to collect periodic sampling of torque and angle readings for quality analysis.
To configure a Job the user simply selects an application (joint) and configures the additional settings to meet their

measurement requirements including; measurement type, number of readings, units of measure and any other data required to
be collected in the form of comments.

Multiple Jobs can be defined for a given application which allows data to be easily searched, reported on and cross referenced.
For example:- daily, weekly or monthly audits as well as containment and process buy-off data, each having different auditing
requirements are all associated with the same application.

By configuring Rounds, Jobs can be organised into a specific order whereby the measurement device automatically informs the
user and loads the next operation.

Both Jobs and Rounds can be scheduled against a custom calendar making it easy for the user to ensure measurements are
taken in a regular and timely manner in accordance with their quality system requirements.
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OMS

Opta Management Software

Tool Maintenance Management

The Tool Maintenance Management module allows the user to perform and document both scheduled preventative
maintenance and breakdown repairs.

Whether these activities are done in house by a tool crib or sent out to a 3rd party vendor, OMS can track all the relevant
information.

For in house maintenance and repairs, OMS can be configured with a full parts list including their individual default price and
labour component. Parts are associated with their specific model(s) of tools making it simple and easy to use and can be
exported/imported through Excel for updates as required. In addition, the OMS username is stored against the
maintenance/repair record for both traceability and to assign the correct labour cost.

When tools are sent to 3rd party vendors, OMS can track shipping details, quote numbers and costing.

Not only does the Tool Maintenance Management module offer secure and effective administration of the tooling function, when
used in conjunction with the Custom Reporting module it also provides and extremely powerful tool to analyse all aspects of it’s
cost including:- tool durability, effectiveness on a given application and full cost of ownership. This information is vital for
improving efficiencies, ensuring the correct tool is selected and that its maintenance scheduling is set at the appropriate
interval.
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OMS

Opta Management Software

Tool Certification for
Transducerised Tools

For users wishing to certify or validate transducerised
tooling, OMS can also be configured to communicate

directly with tool controllers. When doing so, tool readings
for torque and angle are automatically uploaded into the
database via TCP/IP network interface and compared
against the master values.

Alternatively, for tool controllers that do not have a

communication interface, OMS can be configured to

automatically prompt the user to enter readings manually.

Tool Certification for
Standard Tooling

The Tool Certification for Standard Tooling module allows

the user to take dynamic torque and angle measurements
on either TorqueStar Opta, DTT Opta or for maximum
benefit the new tJRS Opta.

When used in “online” mode, OMS takes control of the

measurement device and automatically configures it for

the tool being certified, removing the need for user input

on that device. With the use of a switching unit the correct
transducer can also be automatically selected.

Measurements are compared to a target value and

plotted on a graph with an accompanying distribution
curve and running statistics.

OMS also features an “offline” mode that allows the user
to download tool certifications to a mobile data collector
for use remotely from the PC. This caters for hard to

reach tool locations or fixtured spindles. In offline mode
the user can also choose to download

certifications/validations to an IQWrench2 Opta for in
process testing using residual measurements.

Certifications can be scheduled for a specific time interval
providing an easy to read status of all tooling.

As with all OMS records, the data is securely stored and
available for on screen viewing or hard copy printouts.

Use of a label printer allows the user to attach the tool
certification status directly onto the tool.
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OMS

Opta Management Software

Customised Reporting
Engine

One of the most powerful aspects of OMS is the
Customised Reporting Engine. This functionality allows
the user to select any fields from within the database in
order to generate a report exactly to their requirements. A
user friendly interface also allows logic to be applied to
the selected fields for filtering and sorting purposes.

The one time through process of configuring a report
takes the selected fields and automatically passes them
to a reporting program in order to format and represent on
the page as required.
Reports can be run as needed or automatically run
depending on the user preference.

Once run, the report can be saved in all common formats
including Excel, Word, PDF, JPEG and many more.
Users can choose from a list of supplied predefined
reports as is, modify them to their own requirements or
generate a completely new report.

The reporting engine transforms a tool, joint and audit
device management/administration system into a unique,
cost and efficiency saving package, providing
unprecedented access to data in a completely flexible
framework.

Dead Weight Calibrations

OMS also allows the user to calibrate their own
measurement devices. Calibrations or verifications can be
done with either a loader arm and reference transducer or
a dead weight and beam rig. In both cases OMS can be
configured to provide a user defined step by step guide
throughout the process. All measurements are fully
traceable with a complete list of equipment used. When
using a dead weight and beam rig, automatic calculations
are made to provide the user with best fit combinations to
ensure correct measurements are taken.
Used in conjunction with the appropriate equipment and
environmental control systems the calibration software is
fully in accordance with ISO17025 procedures.
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OMS

Opta Management Software

Job Data Capture

This module allows the user to capture torque data from
RF IQWrenches and to save it into the OMS database.

Multiple IQWrenches send their data via a wireless link to
receivers that connect straight to a customer’s Ethernet
network.
The software service takes the data from the receivers
and stores it against jobs defined in the OMS database.
The data can then be analysed using OMS reports or
viewed directly.

Product Codes
Each OMS module can be ordered for the following numbers of seats – 1, 2-5 or 6-15.
Follow the product code creator. Just fill in the blanks to create the code.

The following example shows a Tool Maintenance Management Module with 2-5 seats.

OMSXX-0005-TOOLMM
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tJRS Opta

OMS
4

4

Hinckley LE10 3EY
United Kingdom

+44 (0)1455 25 14 88
+44 (0)1455 61 47 17
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All data completely
traceable and secure

Fully automatic quick
release of fastener

4

4

Point of load
insensitive

Interchangeable
head attachments
with auto ID and
calibration

4

Torque or force
indicator and data
collector

Simple readout to
comprehensive audit
tool

CheckStar

Service Centres

4

4

In line transducer
with optional angle
measurement

Accuracy +/– 0.25%
of full scale

The force in torque management

4

Centres throughout
the world

Fully traceable
calibration and repair
service

Crane Electronics Inc

1260 11th Street West
Milan

Illinois 61264
USA

+1 309-787-1263
+1 309-787-2099

OMS/UK/12/02

Sketchley Meadows

4

A joint simulator
using a threaded
fastener and nut

TorqueStar Opta

4

Watling Drive

4

IQWrench2 Opta

4

Crane Electronics Ltd

Single database to
store torque
information from all
departments
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Crane Electronics Ltd
The force in torque management

Opta Management
Opta Management Software (OMS)

Key Features
4

Configurable by user profile

4

Customisable forms with filtering

4

User friendly operation with intuitive icons for mouse
or touch screen

4
4

Multiple user log in
Tool management including repair / maintenance
history

4

Management of audit tooling with traceable data

4

Management of production torque tooling with
traceable data

4

Online or offline certification of production and audit
tooling

4

SQL database that can be installed on a server or
local PC

4

Synchronisation of offline databases

4

Advanced report generator

4

Data capture in real time

Product Overview
OMS, Crane Electronic’s system software package, provides a wide solution to all torque related activities.
Calibration and scheduled recalibration dates for production tools and auditing devices are managed. The user is able to track
the location of tools, as well as in house or 3rd party repair/maintenance records and associated costs for assembly and audit
tools.
OMS allows the user to configure Jobs and Rounds. Used in conjunction with any of the Crane Opta family of products this
provides the perfect quality system for periodic sampling of both residual and dynamic torque/angle measurements.
A key and unique feature in OMS is the custom report module. The user can select any field(s) within the database and create
their own custom reports, tying together data to produce bespoke management information. This allows for cost and efficiency
tracking of tooling/audit devices, workload scheduling and traceable calibration/certification records in addition to in depth data
analysis.
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tJRS Opta
A new generation of tool testing technology

Key Features
4

A threaded fastener and nut

4

Fully automated quick release of fastener

4

Fully automated variable joint rate from soft to hard

4

Tool testing in accordance with VDI/VDE2647

4

Torque or force indicator and data collector

4

Automatic greasing facility

4

Comprehensive management software (OMS)

4

Torque, angle and impulse count

4

Track, peak, 1st peak (click) and pulse measurement

4

User selectable frequency response

4

Choice of measurement units

4

8 hours battery life with internal charger

4

User selectable language options

4

Password protection for user security

4

Wrench loader can be added as an optional accessory

Product Overview
The tJRS Opta is the only fully automated joint simulator that is based on a threaded fastener.
This means that joint conditions can be set up in the same way as in real fastener applications, and also the joint can be
automatically “backed off”. As a result, tools can be tested offline under the most realistic conditions of any automated joint
simulator, in a quick and efficient manner.
The tJRS Opta combines many of Crane’s proven class leading products along with innovative techniques based on simple
mechanical principles, allowing the user complete confidence in the results of their tool testing.
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TorqueStar Opta
Torque indicator and data collector

Key Features
4

Torque or force indicator and data collector

4

Simple readout to comprehensive audit tool

4

Display of torque curves and specialist measurement

routines

4

Torque, angle and impulse count

4

Track, peak, 1st peak (click) and pulse measurement

4

User selectable frequency response

4

Choice of measurement units

4

Bi-directional measurement of torque and angle

4

Upper & Lower Specification Limits, plus control limits
for torque & angle

4

Time and date stamped readings with selectable

autoprint

Product Overview

4

Automatic transducer recognition

4

Icon based clear and easy read display

4

User selectable language options

4

8 hours battery life with external charger

4

Password protection for user security

4

Communicates with your PC system

TorqueStar Opta is the equipment of choice for the measurement and collection of torque data in the manufacturing
environment.
TorqueStar Opta’s range of software features can be individually specified to give a configuration most suited to the
requirement, from a simple no-frills readout to a comprehensive audit tool with display of torque curves and specialist
measurement routines.
The basic TorqueStar Opta performs bidirectional measurement of torque, angle and pulse count in track, peak, 1st peak (click)
and pulse measurement modes. For additional information, cycle time duration and tool speed can also be displayed. Force
can also be measured independently. Time and date stamped readings can be set to print automatically. The easy to read
display gives a simultaneous view of all relevant information during the measurement process, while the simple alphanumeric
keypad enables fast data entry when required.
Light enough for carrying on a neckstrap, yet robust to withstand the rigours of the factory environment, TorqueStar Opta also
sports integrated rubber bumpers to protect finished product from accidental damage.
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IQWrench2 Opta
Intelligent digital torque wrench

Key Features
4
4
4

Torque Range 0.5 to 1500Nm

4

Automatic detection of fastener "move-on" for reduced
operator influence

4

Interchangeable head attachments with automatic
digital identification and calibration adjustment

4
4

High visibility and tactile feedback to the user

4

Ergonomic design, sized for optimal operator
experience

4
4

Multiple communication protocol via wireless

4

DIN, Fixed Head and SR versions available

Point of load insensitive
Class leading accurate torque and angle
measurement technology

Robust construction designed for the production
environment

Integral barcode reader option available

Product Overview
Building on the success of the IQWrench Opta, the IQWrench2 Opta combines all of the features of a high
specification digital torque wrench with a data collection system in one ergonomic, versatile and incredibly powerful
package.
Significant improvements to the highly sophisticated software ensure that the IQWrench2 Opta provides the world-class
performance and reliability that Crane products are renowned for. This software can be upgraded at any time, increasing
flexibility. The IQWrench2 Opta can be configured to fulfil the customer’s needs from a basic tool to an advanced data
collection system incorporating RF data transfer and barcode scanning.
The rugged construction of this powerful torque tool ensures this wrench stands up to the demands of today’s harsh production
environments.
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CheckStar

In line rotary transducer

Key Features
4

In line transducer with optional angle measurement

4

Accuracy +/- 0.25% of full scale

4

Low inertia benefits accurate dynamic measurement

4

Angle measurement option with no size increase (0.5°

resolution)

4

Patented design ensures no brush bounce even when

used with impulse tools

4

Low friction eliminates wear and supports accuracy

4

Suitable for use with all continuous drive tools,

impulse tools and torque wrenches

4

High signal to noise ratio

4

Automatic transducer recognition

4

Square and hex drives available

4

Industry Standard (IS) versions available (2mV/V;
1.475mV/V)

4

Compact design

Product Overview
Crane’s CheckStar sets the standard for dynamic torque and angle measurement of all continuous drive and impulse
tools, with proven reliable performance in thousands of applications worldwide.
CheckStar transducers fit in-line between the assembly tool and the fastener, measuring the actual torques applied and angular
rotation of the fastener, under production conditions.
Whatever the vibration and shock loads experienced, CheckStar’s patented contact system ensures a connection is always
maintained between the readout and the strain gauges. Inferior systems suffer from ‘brush bounce’ that leads to unreliable torque
readings.
The low inertia design of CheckStar ensures accurate and repeatable measurement of high speed transients, such as the point of
shut-off on continuous drive tools and the pulsing of impulse tools.
CheckStar forms an essential part of the Crane UTA torque system, enabling automatic transducer recognition with Crane readout
devices. On-board intelligence means the UTA CheckStar is automatically recognised by the Crane readout device, eliminating
set-up errors and enabling logging of serial number against measurements for complete traceability. An Industry Standard (IS)
version is also available where a user needs the advanced features of the CheckStar but already has a readout device from another
manufacturer. Both versions can be specified to include an angle encoder with 0.5° resolution.
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Worldwide contacts

Distributors
Country

CEL Distributor

Email address

Argentina

VST

vst.elpaniol@gmail.com

Australia

Applied Measurement Australia PTY

alfnyssen@appliedmeasurement.com.au

Austria

Theinert GmbH

a.theinert@theinert.com

Belgium

Central Auto

bruno_genbrugge@centralauto.be

Brazil

Macco Maquinas E Acessorios Ltda

carlos.massao@macco.com.br

Canada

Wesco

sales-east@wescoproductiontools.com

China

Shanghai Dynapower Technology Co Ltd *

info@dynapowertech.com

Czech Republic

Torque s.r.o *

mitlener@torque-systems.cz

Denmark

Unimerco A.S.

hki@unimerco.dk

Egypt

Hydrotools SAS

jm.legentil@gmail.com

France

Hydrotools SAS

jm.legentil@gmail.com

Hungary

Kalilab Bt.

istvan.hordos@kalilab.hu

Germany

ZEMO Vertriebs GmbH

info@zemo-tools.de

India

Summit Engineering Technology PVT. Ltd *

ravishankar@summitengg.com

Italy

Sira S.P.A.

paola.baldi@sira-spa.com

Mexico

Arjessiger de Mexico S.A. de C.V

sales@arjessiger.com

Morocco

Suministros Arsam

harteaga@arsam.es

Netherlands

Bienfait

gazenbeek@bienfait.nl

Norway

Maskin K Lund A.S.

rune.synstelien@mklsm.no

Poland

Despol Ltd

info@despoltm.pl

Portugal

Suministros Arsam

harteaga@arsam.es

Russia

Despol Ltd.

info@despoltm.pl

Singapore

JP Equip PTE Ltd *

jpequip@singnet.com.sg

South Africa

Hyper Pneumatics

hyper@iafrica.com

South Korea

KVT Co. Ltd

jakang@kvtco.co.kr

Spain

Suministros Arsam

harteaga@arsam.es

Sweden

Fagerlund *

bp@fagerlund.se

Switzerland

Theinert GmbH

a.theinert@theinert.com

Taiwan

Li-Chian Hardware Company

twsujoe@gmail.com

Thailand

Joinmax International Co. Ltd

joinmax@loxinfo.co.th

Turkey

Genmar

mozkan@genmar.com.tr

* with Service Centre

If you are unable to locate a distributor near you, please contact either:

4Crane Electronics Ltd (UK) on +44 (0)1455 251 488
4Crane Electronics Inc (USA) on 001 309 787 2009
www.crane-electronics.com

CheckStar Multi
In line rotary torque transducer

CheckStar
OMS Multi
4

4

In line rotary torque
4 Singlewith
database to
transducer
store
torque
optional
angle
information from all
measurement
departments

tJRS Opta

Single database to
store
torque
IQWrench2
Opta
information from all
departments
4 Point of load
insensitive
4 All data completely
traceable
and secure
4 Interchangeable
head attachments
with auto ID and
IQWrench2
Opta
calibration

4

4

Point of load
insensitive

4

Interchangeable
CheckStar
head
attachments
with auto ID and
4 In line transducer
calibration
with optional angle
measurement

4

4

Suitable for
measurement of all
continuous drive and
hand torque tools

4

A joint simulator
using
a threaded Opta
TorqueStar
fastener and nut
4 Torque or force
Fullyindicator
automatic
quick
and
data
release
of fastener
collector

Simple readout to
comprehensive audit
TorqueStar
Opta
tool

4

4

Torque or force
indicator and data
collector

Service
Centres
4 Simple
readout
to
comprehensive audit
tool
4 Centres throughout
the world

Service
4 Fully Centres
traceable
4
4

calibration and repair
Centres
throughout
service
the world
Fully traceable
calibration and repair
service

Accuracy +/– 0.25%
of full scale

Crane
Crane Electronics
ElectronicsInc
Inc

Crane
Electronics Ltd
Ltd
Crane Electronics

th
1260
126011
11thStreet
StreetWest
West

Watling
Watling Drive
Drive

United
United Kingdom
Kingdom

4

and using
audit tool
a threaded
fastener and nut
Peak, Click, Pulse,
MoveOn,
Yield and quick
4 Fully automatic
Track
measurement
release
of fastener
modes

OMS

Static
4 Accuracy +/– 0.25%
Transducer
of full scale

Hinckley
Hinckley LE10
LE10 3EY
3EY

4 Torque
datasimulator
collector
4 A joint

Accuracy +/– 0.25%
data completely
of 4
full All
scale
traceable and secure

4

Sketchley
Sketchley Meadows
Meadows

IQVu
tJRS Opta

The
The force
force in
in torque
torque management
management

Milan
Milan
Illinois
Illinois61264
61264
USA
USA
+1
+1309-787-1263
309-787-1263

+44
+44 (0)1455
(0)1455 61
61 47
47 17
17

+1
+1309-787-2099
309-787-2099
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14 88
88
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Stationary Transducers

Workbench mounted torque transducer

Key Features
4

Suitable for measurement of all continuous drive and

4

Automatic transducer recognition with Crane readout

4

Combine with joint kits for workshop simulation of hard

4

Incorporate into custom built mobile test stations

hand torque tools
devices (Auto ID)
to soft joints

Product Overview

Crane’s stationary transducers are the quality choice for the testing of all continuous drive, impulse and hand torque
tools in the workshop and production line-side environment.

Stationary transducers are used off the production line in workshop or line-side test stations. Combined with joint kits that

represent the production joint condition, the stationary transducers form an effective off line test for verification of assembly tool
performance.

Stationary transducers form an essential part of the Crane UTA torque system, enabling automatic transducer recognition with

Crane readout devices. On board intelligence means the UTA transducer is automatically recognised by the Crane readout

device, eliminating set-up errors and enabling logging of serial number against measurements for complete traceability. An

Industry Standard (IS) version is also available, where a user needs the features of the stationary transducer but already has a

readout device from another manufacturer.

www.crane-electronics.com

Stationary Transducers

Workbench mounted torque transducer

Stationary Transducers Technical Specification
Transducer Type

UTA: incorporate data chip enabling automatic transducer recognition operation with
Crane readout devices

I.S: ‘Industry Standard’ version
Bridge resistance: 350 Ohms
Construction

Connections

Sensitivity: 2mV/V
Steel housing

Overload capacity: 125% rated torque

Square drives to ANSI B107-4 -1982; BS4006 – 1992; DIN 3121 – 1987

UTA: 1m integral cable with strain relief; 25-pin ‘D’ port (male) for connection to CEL
readouts

I.S: output connector to MIL –C 26482 / BS 9522 FOO 17; shell size 8 -4P

Zero stability

< ± 0.1% of FSD/ºC

Operating Environment

Temperature: 5 -40ºC (-10 to 60ºC with reduced specification)

Static accuracy

Warranty

Calibration

±0.25% FSD

Humidity: 10 – 75% non-condensing
Ingress Protection rating: IP40

12 months parts and labour against faulty workmanship or materials

All torque equipment should be re-calibrated every 12 months

www.crane-electronics.com

Stationary Transducers

Workbench mounted torque transducer

Weights and dimensions
A
E

Dimensions in mm (unless stated otherwise)

Drive

Drive

Size
1/4”

3/8”

1/4"
3/8"

1/2”
1/2"
3/4”
1”

D

3/4"

1"

1½”

A

B Dimensions
C
D in mm

54A 100B 25 C76.5 D

54 100
100 25 2586 76.5
54
54
100
25
54
100
25 2595
54
100
50 100
100 25 25112
50
59
100
25

59

100

762 140

25
25

124
130

86
95
112
124

E

E16

1624
24
30
30
4444
53

Weight
(Kg)
1.62
1.93
2.10
2.11
2.63

53

1.5” Across Flats

Weight
(Kg)
1.62
1.93
2.10
2.11

2.63
3.20

C
B

UTA version

Product Codes
Order Code

UTA Statics
UTA-164-0-3.54-0-0
UTA-164-0-25
UTA-165-0-25
UTA-166-0-25
UTA-167-0-35
UTA-168-0-35
UTA-169-0-35
UTA-170-0-35
UTA-171-0-35
UTA-172-0-35
UT-115-00CR-3000-0*

IS Statics – 2 mV/V Sensitivity
IS-873-08CR-11-0
IS-873-10CR-28-0
IS-873-12CR-67-0
IS-873-14CR-135-0
IS-873-16CR-271-0
IS-873-18CR-1017-0
IS-873-20CR-1695-0
*Male square drive

Drive
1⁄4”
1⁄4”
1⁄4”
1⁄4”
3⁄8”
3⁄8"
1⁄2”
3⁄4”
3⁄4”
1”
1½”
1⁄4”
1⁄4”
3⁄8"
3⁄8"
1⁄2"
3⁄4"
1"

IS version connector detail

Nm

3.54
5.65
11.3
28
68
135
271
542
1017
1695
3000
11.3
28.25
67.8
135.6
271.2
1017
1695

Nominal Torque
Imperial (ftlbf)
31.36 inlbf
50 inlbf
100 inlbf
250 inlbf
50
100
200
400
750
1250
2213
100 inlbf
250 inlbf
50
100
200
750
1250
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tJRS Opta

OMS
4

4

Hinckley LE10 3EY
United Kingdom

+44 (0)1455 25 14 88
+44 (0)1455 61 47 17
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All data completely
traceable and secure

Fully automatic quick
release of fastener

4

4

Point of load
insensitive

Interchangeable
head attachments
with auto ID and
calibration

4

Torque or force
indicator and data
collector

Simple readout to
comprehensive audit
tool

CheckStar

Service Centres

4

4

In line transducer
with optional angle
measurement

Accuracy +/– 0.25%
of full scale

The force in torque management

4

Centres throughout
the world

Fully traceable
calibration and repair
service

Crane Electronics Inc

1260 11th Street West
Milan

Illinois 61264
USA

+1 309-787-1263
+1 309-787-2099

STAT/UK/12/01a

Sketchley Meadows

4

A joint simulator
using a threaded
fastener and nut

TorqueStar Opta

4

Crane Electronics Ltd

4

IQWrench2 Opta

4

Watling Drive

Single database to
store torque
information from all
departments
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